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it along with a statement by the person making the statements acknowledging said recording would work satisfactorily. At any rate, the court has before it the persons authenticating the recording and it would seem that their testimony is as reliable as that relating to any other matter sought to be introduced. To preclude recordings because of the possibility of alterations would seem as logical as saying that nobody should be permitted to testify for fear that they may tell an untruth.

WILLIAM T. HARVEY

WHO IS A GUEST WITHIN MEANING OF AUTOMOBILE GUEST STATUTES

A large percent of the litigation resulting from motor vehicle accidents involves a class of legislation commonly called "guest statutes". Generally, such a statute provides that an owner or operator of an automobile is absolved from liability to a guest unless he is guilty of some degree of conduct greater than ordinary negligence.1 Of the 262 states that have enacted such statutes, 173 of them have attempted to define a "guest". Most of these statutory definitions are similar in nature but contain slight variations of terms. Thus, one who rides gratuitously in some states is a guest,4 while others who are carried without compensation,5 or free of charge,6 or without payment therefor,7 are guests under the statutes of other jurisdictions. The remaining states simply use the word guest.8

1. See 2 Wyo. L. J. 182 (1947) for discussion on degrees of care required under the various statutes. For general discussion on liability to a guest see 94 A. L. R. 1221; 20 Va. L. Rev. 326 (1934).


5. Utah Code Ann. 1943 Tit. 57, c. 11, sec. 7.


It is evident, whether there has been an attempted definition, or the mere use of the word guest, that the language used was intended to allow flexibility of application to the great variety of factual situations that have and can arise. However, it is because of this ambiguous language, that difficulties of interpretation have arisen. As a result, volumes of judicial decisions could be assembled concerning definitions of guests. Such legislative and judicial definitions are inadequate standing alone, and it is the purpose of this article to put into several categories the types of factual situations that have been considered by the courts in arriving at their ultimate decisions.

In every jurisdiction where the statutes have been construed, the courts have agreed that before the occupant is taken out of the guest class, some benefit to the owner or operator must accrue. The benefit may be pecuniary but does not necessarily have to be so.9 The benefit must be tangible and the motivating influence in offering the ride.10 It need not be a present benefit, but an expectation of one is sufficient,11 and it may be paid by someone other than the occupant in his behalf.12 In determining whether the owner or operator has received such a benefit, the facts and circumstances of each case are taken into consideration.13 However great the variety of the factual situations may seem, taken as a whole, these situations can be divided without difficulty into three somewhat overlapping but distinct categories.

The first of these is when the ride is purely social. When the ride was offered and accepted with nothing in mind other than for social purposes, it has been uniformly held that the occupant is a guest. Thus, when a driver escorted his girl friend to a dance14 or when a mother, acting as a chaperon, accompanied her daughter to a school prom,15 the statute has been applied and the occupant considered a guest. A visit to a mutual friend to dine out,16 or an invitation to a football game,17 or evening of Rook,18 are other such social purposes. A case of this type is seldom presented because the plaintiff or occupant almost invariably attempts to show that the driver was benefitted in such a manner that the statute does not apply.

A second type of case with which the courts have been confronted, involves the situation when the ride is offered for the sole gain of the occupant. A hitchhiker thumbing a ride,19 an occupant requesting to be taken to a particular place,20 or a person accepting an offer of a ride part way to his destination21 have

all been considered guests. It is interesting to note a line of causes in this category in which the driver has been compensated by payment for a collateral thing, such as carriage of a patient to a hospital with a friend or relative accompanying, or transportation of a horse to a farm with the owner of the horse riding along. It has been held in these cases that the carriage for hire does not extend to the occupant and he is riding for his own benefit and consequently is a guest.

It is when some benefit to the owner is claimed through the transportation that the difficulty arises. If the benefit incurred is an "incident to hospitality, companionship, or the like" or one which arises "from social relations and courtesies" it is not enough to constitute payment or compensation as set forth and defined by statute. One doing part of the driving at the operator's request is a guest, because "the benefit conferred is too trivial to change the relationship." A night's lodging at the expense of the occupant, or the assistance in pushing the automobile out of the snow, or lifting a gear into and out of a trunk is not adequate benefit to change the occupant's status as a guest. Part payment of expenses is also a benefit of this sort, and in most cases where the ride had in its inception a social purpose, the courts have held that, "such a social invitee is a guest even though he may contribute toward expenses of the journey." One going on a fishing trip and purchasing part of the gasoline, or an agreement that the driver would pay the toll fare one way and the occupant pay the return fare, or arrangement by which the occupant was to pay one-third of the costs of the trip and furnish the lunch would not change the relationship and the occupants have been deemed guests.

A benefit incidental in the sense it is not sufficient to constitute payment or compensation under the statutes may, however, ripen into a tangible benefit. Under the condition that the occupant promises to drive and the trip would not have been attempted but for that promise, a special tangible benefit will have occurred under the California guest law. In those cases in which the courts have held that the payment of expenses actually constitutes a substantial benefit, it has been found that payment has been made or offered through a prearranged plan or, being the motivating factor in affording the transportation, amounted to direct payment for such transportation. Also, if the driver insists or requests that the

36. cf. Kruzie v. Sanders, Supra note 34.
occupant pay his share, payment of such will also amount to consideration for the transportation and the case will not fall within the statute. "... the exception should apply only where the payment was the chief motivating cause for the trip or carriage. ..." 38

Under the general classification of benefit to the driver there are a group of cases in which a "share a ride arrangement" has been effectuated. This type of arrangement consists of reciprocal use of the automobile to save tires, gasoline, or for convenience. During the last war much litigation arose from these claims, and in industrial areas today this type of "share-a-ride" arrangement is still much used. The numerical majority seems to hold that when such an arrangement exists, the occupant is not a guest. 39 There are, however, several cases in which an opposite conclusion has been reached. 40

In addition to this general category, there are situations where the ride is offered and accepted for the purpose of performing a gratuitous service to the driver or owner. A person invited into an automobile by the driver for the sole purpose of pointing out a particular location was not a guest under the Ohio statute. 41 One being induced to render an opinion, whether as to the physical condition of a mutual relative 42 or as to the location of a future business site, 43 is not considered a guest. Nor is one who accepts a ride for the purpose of interviewing his employer about getting a job for the owner of the automobile. 44

Another type of benefit to the driver or owner is when the transportation is offered in the business of the operator. When the driver is attempting to sell real estate to the occupant thereby rendering the invitation with an eye to an anticipated profit, 45 the decisions clearly indicate that the occupant is not a guest. 46 In several jurisdictions the statutes specifically exempt prospective purchasers of an automobile, in which the occupant is the buyer, from its effects. 47 It has been held, in fact, that the presence of any one other than the purchaser that will enhance the possibilities of the sale will be payment enough to take him out of the guest class. 48 It has been similarly decided that when the trip is for the mutual business benefit of both the driver and occupant, the occupant is not a guest. 49

Many decisions seem to advance the proposition that the relationship of the

45. Supra note 24.
parties is a material factor in determining whether one is a guest or not, but the relationships of employer-employee, husband and wife, or members of the same family, would seem of little importance. Because the driver and occupant are members of the same family does not exclude the occupant from being a guest or does not necessarily make him one, and one is a guest within the meaning of the statutes when he is being transported by his employer if a substantial benefit accrues.

In every jurisdiction where this type of statute has been enacted compensation or benefit to the driver has been the determining factor in deciding whether one is a guest. It is obvious that this compensation can be of several somewhat standardized types. It is because of this that the statutes have been criticized. What might be sufficient compensation in the drivers own mind, in many instances, will not even be considered by the courts. It seems rather harsh and even cruel at times to deny a recovery to a person whose presence in the car for reasons of companionship and friendship, has been desired. The courts must follow the legislature, however, and in so doing they must use objective standards in deciding what is or is not compensation within the statutes. There must be some test or some standardized method by which it can be determined by extrinsic evidence whether the passenger is a guest or not.

There is no doubt that the evils to be corrected by these statutes, to prevent collusion among close friends to defraud insurance companies and to prevent recovery by ungrateful strangers who have generously been given a ride by a motorist, have been corrected to a great extent. However, the statutes having attained their purposes, do not stop there. Recovery is denied in every case where it is shown that the occupant is a gratuitous passenger. As a result, many claims where no fraud is attempted or no ungratefulness shown are forbidden in their inception. This should not be so. Since the first inquiry in every case under these statutes is whether one is a guest or not and since the answer to this is dependent on the various judicial definitions of compensation or payment, the courts by construing the statutory language should and can, without frustrating the intent of the legislature, take a more liberal and equitable view of the various situations and, if necessary, in the particular case, allow claims of otherwise gratuitous passengers by finding compensation.
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